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ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT AND FUNDING OPTIONSJi
FOR AERONAUTICS PROGRAMS
INTRODUCTION
1.	 This is a final report for NASA/OAST dealing with alternative
management and funding options for aeronautics programs. 	 It is provided
in response to Task I of Contract No, NAS 5-24033, Mod. 22.
s
PURPOSE
2,	 The purpose of this report is to set forth the advantages and dis-
advantages of alternative methods of both managing and funding NASA's
current and projected aeronautics programs, and ultimately providing	 a
improved economic analyses methods and information for use in the
evaluation and selection of OAST Research and Technology (R&T) Programs
OVERALL PERSPECTIVE
)
3	 In an effort to place the aeronautical industry in the proper perspec-
tive and to assess its value to the Nation, A Bibliography of the Federal
Government's and NASA's Role in Aeronautical Research, Technology and
Development was prepared and submitted in December as part of Task I.
This study was made in response to a request for basic historical information 	 3
relating to the Government's and NASA's role in aeronautical research, tech-
nology, and development, starting with the earliest Board's initiation of NACF,
and other Governmental efforts. 	 It is a compilation of studies, hearings 	 4
a before Congressional committees, reports of Presidential commissions,
legislative enactitients, and items of special interest in the form of a chrono-
logical bibliography and is intended to serve as a working document.	 The
study contains four volumes as follows:
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Part A -- A Chronological Record of historical events (with
a brief citation to identify the document) .
Part B
	
Summary of major developments and studies
_	 affecting Aeronautical Research, Technology, and
i	 Development within the Government with particular
emphasis on the role of NACA and NASA in this area.
Part C - Major legislative actions in support of Aeronautical
Research, Technology, and Development.
Part D -- Documented citations with excerpts providing back-
ground for referenced material and legislation.
This section iscontained in separate volumes for the
convenience of the reader, as follows:
Volume I; 1890's - 1966
x	
Volume II: 1967 - 1971
Volume III: 1972 - 1974.
Part A, the chronological record of historical events, is attached as Appendix B,
for use as a backdrop for further investigation and consideration toward
policy planning for aeronautical research and development,
CRITERIA FOR GOVERNMENT'S AND NASA'S ROLE IN SUPPORTING AVIATION
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 
4.
	
The factors which are of the greatest importance for developing policy
in the area of aeronautical research and development follow.
Aviation is big business. The industry is the third largest U. S. Indus-
trial employer with over 700,000 employees.	 Its use is growing at phenomenal
rates.	 The U.S. is the world leader today.	 This success is due to large
research and development efforts of the military, NASA and FAA.
	
As a result,
83 percent of the free world aircraft are U.S. built. 	 The industry has a major
role in the export trade and provides a significant element of GNP.
To continue this in the future requires continued significant expendi-
tures for research . Military funded research and development (R&D) has
supported civil aviation to a considerable extent either directly as in the
case of engines, or indirectly from military oriented R&D programs that provided
t^ technology usable by civil designers. 	 A number of specific future civil needs,
.	 h however, will not be satisfied by military R&D. 	 Additional specific and con-
y centrated efforts in research will be required by the civil sector.	 These include
( noise and air: pollution research, better low-speed flight characteristics,
redirection of wake turbulence, better cross wind handling capabilities, anti-
collision systems, fire hazard reductions, improved ATC, and all-weather
operations capacity, economies, safety and environment. 	 In addition, research
and technology will be at lower program levels with basic military research
for aviation decreasing as fewer aircraft programs are initiated and the present
". new aircraft programs move into the prototype and production status. 	 Also,
_. t
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hfinancial problem q are facing some of the aircraft manufacturers reducing their
funding capability for research and technology. Consequently the intensive
research effort will not come from industry but must come from NASA and
DOT/FAA. This is an investment for the future.
Between now and 1990 an estimated $100 billion will be expended on
new equipment. Competition from Europe and Japan are aiming to capture a
significant portion of this market. To offset these efforts, the U. S. must
continue to maintain its technical superiority. This requires an aggressive
commercial transport research and technology program sponsored by the
U. S. Government. NASA has the technical team and facilities to carry on
this intensive effort.
The aviation industry is a major force in the U. S. It employs over
700,000 employees in manufacturing and the airlines. Its sales are over
$25 billion annually. It is the contributor of a positive trade balance, with
over $3.5 billion in hardware sales in 1973. A phenomenal growth in domestic
transportation is projected over the next 30 years. By 1980 an average of over
1 million passengers daily are projected. Projections of sales to replace
existing equipment and to meet their expanding workload projections are
estimated to be over $100 billion between now and 1990. The U. S. is the
world leader in aviation.
This leadership is due to the support that the Federal Government
has provided over the fast 50 years. The national goals and mandates for
aviation are directed to preserving the role of the U. S. as leader in aero-
nautical, science and technology. Congress has directed that aeronautical
activities be the responsibility of and be directed by civilian agencies. The
role of the Federal Government has been in the sponsorship of substantial
research and development, regulation of safety and aircraft operations,
operation of airways, and in the control of economics. In the civil aviation
area for example, over $400 annually is being spent by NASA and DOT for
rX	 R&T.	
^
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	 Federal support has resulted in the development of a large aviation
industry, both in manufacturing and in air transportation.
Most manufacturing companies have been engaged in military procure-
ment, with civil aviation benefitting from the military effort by a transfer
of technology. As military procurement emphasis shifts from the long haul
transportation aspect, industry will be faced with financing the research
on future long haul aircraft. Long term investment will be required, in
some cases several times a net worth of the manufacturer, with no appreciable
financial return for a period of 5-10 years after program commencement. Such
financial problems as cash flow are already being experienced by some manu-
facturers. In addition foreign competition is developing under a heavily subsi-
dized national basis. Europeans for example, are striv ing for a deep penetra-
tion of the world market, hoping to capture 20-25 percent of aircraft sales by 1980.
_3
The air transportation industry has traditionally been heavily govern-
ment controlled and regulated. 	 An oligopolistic structure exists.	 The area of
I government participation has been in safety, reliability of service and
i economics.
Superiority of the U. S. aircraft industry has been maintained by a strong
research and technology effort, major emphasis in the design and production
fphases on performances, effectiveness, cost, operating efficiency, reliability,
and safety. Government support has assisted in financing, including credits
for foreign sales.	 An active marketing and service support effort have been
1 integral elements of the aviation industry.
 Research and technology is a basic major building block in the
overall well-being of the aviation industry. 	 This is the area of emphasis as
we examine its importance to the future.	 Government sponsorship has
' provided the impetus for most of the technological advances made by U. S.
aviation.	 Generally the military has been the first to use the significant tech-
( nological advances, building a foundation of operational experience that led
to acceptance and use in civil aircraft programs several years later. 	 Continued
U. S. leadership in aviation requires	 major research effort today in areas
such as noise abatement, pollution control, congestion, energy savings, short
- haul air transportation, and long haul air transportation.
Research and technology is pursued by government, industry, and
universities.	 In government, NASA performs basic research and technology,
establishes proof of the concept, disseminates findings in research and tech-
:. nology, and supports other agencies and industry with its unique national
facilities.	 DOT/FAA performs research, technology, and development effort
on air traffic control, runway and airports, navigation aids, communication,
and environment.
I
Military research has financed significant efforts in research 	 technologyrY	 	 aJY
and development, especially in applied research and prototyping for specific
` aircraft systems.	 Industry effort is principally sponsored by government
contracts for research and technology.	 Industry has financed civil vehicle
prototype development and some applied technology. 	 Universities, operating
generally under government contracts, are engaged in basic research and
technology.
This research and technology effort is based on the legislative mandates
,-  objectives outlined inof the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 and bp	 j
Presidentive Aeronautics and Space Reports. 	 It is recognized that aeronautics
research and technology are critical to the health of aviation. 	 Government should
0A continue to provide the reservoir of technology and provide financial backing.
The present role of government extends to management, establishingsr
priorities of effort, and financing of research and technology.. 	 There are
alternative approaches which need to be explored to determine the pros and
cons.	 Management and control could be exercised by a quasi-Federal agency,
a COMSAT-type organization, university sponsorship, or by industry.	 The real;
'" 9
a	 .
^
question is public versus private management. In addition, there is a question
of whether present financing by the government should continue, or whether
the financing should become an industry responsibility, recoupments or
user charges applied to the benefits given to industry or agency users, or
a mixture, including joint funding of research and facilities. NASA has been
operating under some jointly funded aircraft development programs and
joint use of facilities. User charges for wind .tunnel tests are under review.
The criteria for evaluating alternative approaches includes an
examination, of the nature of the product to be provided, responsiveness to
changing needs, efficiercy in terms of costs, ability to provide leadership,
and to provide impartial and ,independent evaluation of approaches, and to
provide technological inputs for regulating functions.
The key question of course is can industry take on the management
and financing role and meet the criteria and characteristics considered
essential for a viable research and technology program. Industry has
performed research and development. It has the technical capability.
Industry has performed some research and development with its own funding,
but primarily in applied and prototype areas, directed toward speo'ific aircraft
systems. Major financing of research and technology has been by govern-
ment.
The financing aspect needs careful review since the profit incentive
necessitates a fast return in investment, compared to a 7-15 year lag in some
major research projects for payback. Today's cash flow problems probably
necessitate application to other purposes. The profit necessity discourages
"Public; Go o6" research and technology efforts. There is a'-so a high cost of
acquisition and operation of research and technologyogy facilities.
The ability to disseminate findings of research and technology may i
also be impaired due to proprietary considerations. There are also some 'anti-trust
problems If a consortium approach were applied. The consortium may be
necessary to spread the risk, since large investments will be required as the
level of technological sophistication increases.
The government role in managing and financing civil aeronautical
research and technology has been successful. The government has met the
test of responsiveness the abili ty to undertake programs with g reat riskp	 Y	  	 	 ,
providing financing meeting foreign competition, exercising a coordinated
research and technology effort on a long range planning basis, disseminating
find ngs,, providing .independent evaluations, undertaking projects for "public
good" which could result in government cost reductions and utilizing the
excellent'facil;ities already in existence.
-5_
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National crises require quick response and the ability to draw on
the government base of scientific and engineering talent. This occurred
during the recent energy crisis.	 The nature of many research and technology
activities involve uncertainty as to outcome and success. 	 Only the govern-
ment can afford to take such risks, involving large negative cash flows for long
lead times.
	
Support by foreign governments of competitive aeronautical
research and technology introduces an additional risk for U.S. firms,
with the potential of reducing the market. 	 Government, since it provides
the necessary financial support, can assure a coordinated research and
technology effort geared toward the long term national goals and objectives
and avoiding overlapping and duplication. 	 Government can properly discrimi-
nate results in a broad and nondiscriminatory manner. 	 Government expertise
w provides an evaluation of competitive proposals and .accurate validation of
industry products and a role as technical broker between industry and the
regulator.	 Government can undertake projects 	 which will benefit government
or industry as a whole and in many cases reduce costs, but for which there is
no private incentive to engage in research and technology effort. 	 Costs have
already been sunk in establishing excellent government aeronautical facilities,
many of which are unique. 	 These are manned with highly competent personnel.
r
}
Within the government, NASA provides the major level of effort in
civil aviation research and technology.	 This applies to :environmental
protection, short and long haul. air transportation, aviation safety and air
transportation system requirements and technology base. 	 There has been
considerable precedent, legislative and operational experience i» per-
forming the.se tasks.	 It has the ability to maintain independent non-
advocacy position.	 NASA can benefit from commonality of the research
base with space, including the relationship between aircraft and shuttle.
NASA is the focal point for dissemination of aeronautical data. 	 NASA has
established excellent relationships with and an understanding of industry and
other government agencies.
In summary, industry does not have the financial capability to assume
Research and Technology responsibility due to 1 1) the large investment re-
quired, which may be several times greater than in net worth of manufacturer,
12) large negative cash flows,	 3) risk with uncertainty of outcome and
success in marketing, and (4) profit necessity.	 Industry also does not have
the (l) responsiveness, 12) ability to disseminate findings on an impartial
basis, (3) ability to evaluate proposals and serve as technical broker
„ between industry and regulator, and (4) capability to establish a coordinated
and balanced aeronautical Research and Technology program.
Government must thus continue to assume responsibility for manage-
ment, control and funding.	 Some modifications in funding are possible with
-6_
greater use of jointly funded Research and Technology projects, utilization
of user charges, and increased cost sharing with industry. Government can
(1) provide responsiveness to crisis, (2) undertake programs with great risk,
(31) provide financing, (9) meet foreign competition, (S) exercise a coordinated
research and technology effort, (G) disseminate findings impartially, (7) provide
Independent evaluation, (8) undertake projects for "public good", and
(9) maximize use of facilities and the strong scientific team already in
existence.
NASA should continue to manage, control and finance Research and
Technology for civil aviation, thus continuing the major role it has today.
The size and scope of NASA's responsibilities may well increase as divergent
design objectives between military and civil use occur.. 	 Requirements in
Research and Technology for civil aviation may well increase. 	 Also as program
emphasis changes in the military area, program needs for civil aviation research
and technology may increase to assure maintenance of U.S. superiority in
civil aviation.
Any major change in mana gement approach affecting financing and timing
will have a massive effect on future civil aviation. 	 A shift in funding responsi--
bilittes can bring great economic Burdens on air transportation.	 There is no
certainty that Research and Technology, as now planned, will be provided,
which could result in the loss of U.S. leadership 	 in aviation in the 1980's.
Thus any change in management of funding approach should be the subject of
intensive study before implementation.
.• Appendix A is attached as an outline providing the logic of the
arguments supporting the foregoing issues in largely qualitative form. 	 In
appropriate cases, this is further supported by specific quantitative
{ Information.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Alternative Management and Funding Op tions for Aeronautics
	
	
cJ 	 r	 P ograms
S.	 The NASA Aeronautical Research and Technology (R&T) program is
aimed at providing the technological base to maintain U.S.  superiority in
{ civil and military aviation.	 The NASA program provides research, advanced
technology, and experimental programs to remove growth restraints to civil
aviation, provides direct support for future military systems, and undertakes
fundamental research for the long term development of advanced aircraft.
r These efforts must be undertaken on a balanced basis, recognizing resource
limitations, the speed with which aviation problems must be solved, and the
priority with which the near-term problems and the long range problems should
a be solved.	 A number of alternative approaches are possible and these must
^	 t be examined in terms of constraints and agency objectives.
1 The development of the aeronautical research and technology program
_ must be supported by exhibits and analyses that facilitate weighing the gains
f	 : ; and costs of alternative program sizes. 	 judgments or measurements of gains
are important, in fact as important as measures of cost.
	 The potential gains
# to be realized assume that certain breakthroughs or developments can be
achieved.	 On the other hand, uncertainties must be recognized since re-
search and technology often result in unpredicted payoffs.
	 CostAenefit
x -	 analysis can be developed for appraising program productivity.
	 The traditional j
industrial and administrative productivity, however, have limited application
,r
in the R&T area.	 Measures of productivity or effectiveness of research and
i technology can be based on the benefits estimated to be achieved. 	 For ex-
ample, in materials research, the objective of increasing the operating
temperature capability of turbine materials, with resultant higher specific
I VI	 i
'i
thrust, lower specific fuel consumption, greater reliability and a lower direct
operating cost could increase the return on investment by as much as nine
.. percent, according to NASA program staff. 	 Increased usage of composite'	 -
} materials now in research could offer potential improvements in weight of
-. 30 percent for large transports , estimated to be equivalent to a 20 percent
decrease in operating costs of the aircraft 	 improved knowledge of fatigue
k^
and fractures can reduce related maintenance cost to U.S.  airlines of over
$75 million per year, plus increasing safety. 	 This provides a measure of the
} potential benefits and a means of assessing priorities.
a i Another measure is to examine specific technological advances made
in U.S. aviation.
	 Of the 51 major technological advances made, Government
research, technology and development (both military and civilian) contributed
to over 45 of the advances. 	 Private industry funded only six.
Another technique is to measure the overall increase in cost f
i effectiveness. Benefits are viewed as products of the total system operatingin a complex environment and making use of the capabilities provided; by R&T.
-8-
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Under this approach, overall improvements are considered. Operating costs,
for example direct operating costs of aircraft since World War II, have 	 '{
been reduced threefold. Accident rates have decreased by a factor of five.
A favorable balance of trade has been a direct benefit from civil aviation.
Civil aviation has grown until it contributes over $10 billion annually to the
t
GNP. These favorable trends indicate the importance of Government support
of research and technology. It should be noted that there is a significant time	 „.
-lag between development and acceptance ranging from 5 to 15 years,depend-
`	 ing-on the nature of the event.
t1
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Another approach in the evaluation of R&T is the concept of peers.
Technically,roequal workers operating in the same disciplines judge the
quality of the work conducted.
Quantification of performance, using such approaches as measuring
the number of reports published, frequency of citations by others, patents
or the number ofa es published in scientific journals these measures canP 9 P	
_easily become self-defeating. The pressure to publish becomes paramount and
quality suffers.
Priorities can be established as they relate to such major program
areas as noise abatement; fuel conservation; emissions; alternative energy
sources; research on airframe design, structures, and materials; wake tur-
bulence; aircraft operational efficiency and safety; research on flight control
F avionics; human factors; aircraft fire technology; general aviation; and joint
efforts with the military and other Federal agencies. Several program levels 	 > <<
il
	
	
for each major area of research may be dc-veloped to provide management
	 j
with meaningful program options. A balz. ^e between research areas is
essential to assure that resources are ust, to meet the time-phased needs.
There is no need for undertaking concurren research effort, where one pro
;.	 ject can be accomplished in  shorter time frame, and both are essential to
the completion of the total system effort. The shorter time period project can
be deferred until its phasing is in line with the longer term project.
The elements of analysis to be applied to the major programs and
projects should include the objectives, alternatives, resources required,
models, and criteria. Choice of the objective is fundamental-what are the
prime purposes of the NASA Aeronautics Research and Technology effort's
What are the alternatives to attaining that objective? 'ghat are the costs
of the alternatives ? To predict the consequences of alternatives models
in the form of mathematical models or simple sets of relationships are
established. Criteria is used to test which alternative should be chosen.
Criteria are tests of preference. Ideally the course of action chosen should
maximize the attainment of the objective in terms of resources utilized,t	
i.e.ubo timization. Both gains and costs appear in thpiec s ,P
	 g	 PP	 g criteria.
timing, or satisfaction. Problems of choice can be divided into component
y
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4f	 Constraints of either gain or cost can be applied, seeking the way to get the
most for a given cost, or to achieve a specified objective at least cost.
Suboptimization—the breaking of the program into smaller chunks —permits
the models used in estimating outcomes to be less aggregative and more ac-	 j
curate in the forecasts. It also permits better hedging against uncertainty by
breaking the big problems into more manageable smaller pieces.
Cost/benefit analysis can be applied to NASA R&T. It permits a 	 g
judgment as to whether the investment in research is productive. It provides
a means of justifying budgets and establishing a measure of priority. The
estimate of benefits will, of course, take time to validate. Historical efforts 	 i
can be assessed in terms of benefits and past performance applied to the
current R&T and its future estimated benefits. For management purposes
performance of the R&T can be assessed by using the scientists peers, both
Government and industry. This approach has also been applied on a broader
k	 basis to establish an appraisal of a laboratory.
The R&T effort of NASA should thus stand up under the close scrutiny
of cost/'benefit analysis, the establishment of priorities for the use of the
$175 million in line with NASA agency objectives, the balanced program in
terms of human technological capability, and periodically be subject to a
peer review.	 i
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WHY GOVERNMENT AND NASA FOR
AVIATION RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
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z A-CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF HISTORICAL EVENTS.
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1890 Initial government support of Professor Langley's experiments
with mechanical flight..
1903 Orville Wright successfully pilots a biplane for 120 feet in
12 seconds.
1905 The Wrights offer the Federal Government exclusive rights
to their improved airplane and are turned down
1908 Wrights win a U.S. Army contract for the first military
airplane.
1913 SmithsonianCharles D. Walcott, Secretary of the 	 Institution
makes serious attempt to revive government interest in
em
aeronautics.
191S Memorial on the need of a National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics in the U.S. transmitted to Congress by
Alexander Graham Bell and Charles D. Walcott, endorsed
by Franklin D. Roosevelt. 	 NACA established by Rider to
Naval Appropriations Act, March 3, 1915.
 
19,17 NACA establishes the Langley Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory at Langley Field, Virginia.
1919 ` First transmittal of NACA recommendations to Congress
proposing the regulation of air commerce.
1920 NACA proposed Bureau of Aeronautics in Commerce Depart-
ment, authorizing airplane competition to stimulate new
designs .
B-1
1921 NACA recommends Federal airways system and that
Government policy be formulated to sustain and stabilize
aeronautical industry.
1922 Federal procurement policy established that manufacturer's
and designers compete in design and construction of
military aircraft.
1924 List of bills introduced in Congress from 1919 by various
representatives leading to Air Commerce Act of 1926
included in a thesis written by John F. Victory,
1925 President's Aircraft Board (Morrow Board) recommends
long-range development of Army and Navy aviation and
functions of NACA be extended to cover field'of advice
in aeronautics invention.
1926 Air Commerce Act of 1926 authorizing Secretary of Commerce
to regulate air commerce.
1929 Subcommittee formed to coordinate aerodynamic research work
in universities.
1934 Air Mail Act of 1934 provide roi for establishment of the Federal
Aviation Commission to report on regulation of economic
phase of air transportation.
1935 Federal Aviation Commission's report stresses strenghthening
of commercial and civilian aviation and expansion of
expe rime rital work to be coordinated with NACA.
1938 Creation of a Special Committee on Future Research Facilities
of NACA leads to recommendation of establishment of another
laboratory, resulting in second NACA research station,
the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory at Moffett Field.
Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 coordinates all
nonmilitary aviation under the Civil Aeronautics
Authority.
1939, Second creation of Special Committee on Future Research
Facilities of NACA, Charles A. Lindbergh, Chairman, leads
to recommendation that a powerplant research center be
established at once resulting in the Aircraft Engine
Research Laboratory at Cleveland, Ohio, now the Lewis
Research Center.
B 2
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1943
1945
Secretary of Navy, Frank Knox, comments on value of NACA's
World War II work.
	 I
,Dr. Vannevan Bush's statement that unless our institutions
receive government support for research, the future looks
dismal.
1946
	
	 Hearings before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce
on a Bill to Amend the Transportation Act of 1940 so as to
establish a National Air Policy Board.
A	
'Survival1948
	
	 Report by the President's Finletter Commission on
in the Air Age.
Report on "National Aviation Policy" by Congressional
Aviation Policy Board (Brewster Board)
Hearings before the Senate Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce on "Development of Civilian Aircraft
Adaptable to Auxiliary Military Service.
	 A
1949 Statement on "Procurement Looks at Research -Industrial
Security Depends on the New-Not the Old," by George
S. Brady.
1950 Congress authorizes construction of new NACA facilities
under UnJtary Wind Tunnel Plan Ad (63 Stat 936) in
recognition of fact that industty could not subsidize
expensive wind tunnels for research in transonic and
V supersonic flight.
Prototype Aircraft Act enacted to promote the develop-
ment of improved transport aircraft.
1952 Report of President's Airport Commission chaired by James
H. Doolittle, "The Airport and Its Neighbors," calls for
greater Federal and local support of required airport
development.
Dr,. Jerome C. Hunsaker, Professor of Aeronautical
Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in
4 his book entitled Aeronautics at the Mid-Century states
that the U.S. aeronautical research effort from 1941-1945
	
A
was based upon a short-range policy.
	 That 90% of the
research effort was for specific development problems
and 10% basic research to gain needed knowledge.
1955 "Forty Years of Aeronautical Research, 1915-1955,"by
Jerome C. Hunsaker, a Historical chronology tracing
progress of aeronautical research.
4_41
3
1955 Report on "Research and Development by the Hoover Commission"
makes recommendations to overcome waste and excess expenditures
in Government.
1956 The " Federal Role in Aviation," reviewed in the 2 7th Intermediate
Report submitted to the House Committee on Government Operations
places new emphasis on research for collision avoidance systems
and other air safety techniques and devices.
A,
1957 Report of Edward P. Curtis, Special Assistant for Aviation Facilities
Planning to President Eisenhower warning of a crisis unless airspace
management system could cope with sky traffic results in the Airways
Modernization Act.
NACA authorized to undertake additional construction and install
additional equipment at facilities.
1958 A proposal for a National Aeronautics and Space Agency drafted by the
Bureau of the Budget submitted to Congress by the President.
Select Committee on Astronautics and Space'Exploration of the House
of Representatives submits its report to 85th Congress, 2d session,
on outer space leading toward formulation of "The National Space
Program.
The "National Aeronauticq and Space Act of 1958" is created to pro-
vide for research into problems of flight within and outside the earth's
atmosphere and for other purposes.
The Federal Aviation Agency I s created with passage by Congress of
the Federal Aviation Act to prov i de for the regulation and promotion
of civil aviation.
MIN 1959 Formation of Committee on Long-Range Studies of the potential benefits
---t_p-be gained from, the opportunities for and the problems involved in
the utilization of aeronautical and space activities.
1960 Report of the Special Investigating Committee to the House Committee
on Science and Astronautics concluded that governmental assistance
would be needed for the development of "Supersonic Air Transports"
and recommended that the NASA assume leadership in devising an
appropriate program thereof.
fv^
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1961	 In Hearings on Federal Budgeting for Research and Development
before the Senate Subcommittee on Reorganization and International
Organization, the question of whether or not research and develop-
ment budgets are appropriate to the national needs are discussed.
The effects of inflation on costs are taken into account. 	 It is
` ` a
	
concluded that basic research receive a larger share of monies
}41
ti	 expended.
The Committee on Science and Astronautics, House of Representatives
conclude that it is necessary to inquire into the matter of aeronautical
research at greater length in order to make specific recommendations
for future research activity.
'	 The Task Force on National Aviation Goals (Project Horizon) , Federal
Aviation Agency, is directed to the President's report for period up
to 1970 on goals providing sufficient definiteness to facilitate
}	 practicable long-range planning.
A Study submitted to the Senate Committee on Government Operations,
r.	
"Organizing for National Security,” stresses the point that "the state`
I	 of our military defense, our process in attaining our foreign policy
objectives, the health and productivity of our econo m y—all depend,.	 ^	 P	 Y	 Y	 P	 .;
'	 in large measure upon making wise use of science and its applica-
tion 
1962	 The President's Message directs the Secretary of Commerce to under-,
take a broad evaluation of research needs in transportation and to
s	 develop a comprehensive transportation research program for thet'	
Government.	 i
1964	 First progress report of the House Select Committee on Government
Research on Federal Research and Development Programs identifies
`n	 priorities concerning national research and development missions,
policies and goals.
"Study Number X, National Goals and Policies, " report of the
i
aforementioned Committee concludes that "Government research
policies should encourager Personal interactions with research
'	 using groups, resolution of the patent policy controversy, ... and
reasonable service as consultants for applied research and using
organizations .
A	 1966	 Policy Planning for Aeronautical Research and Development, a report
prepared for the use of the Committee on Aeronautical and Space
'	 Sciences, U. S. Senate, attempts to identify those questions which
r	 are of the greatest importance for developing policy in the area of
aeronautical research and development, with particular emphasis
1
on the role of NASA. in this regard.
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"Federal Research and Development Program: The Decision-Making
Process,	 39th Report of the Research and Technical Programs
Subcommittee of the House of Representatives, analyzes the Federal
decision making process with respect to its $16 billion R&D program,
how fast the Government can move toward important national goals,
how the nation's private sector R&D is allocated, and how the nation's
supply of scientific manpower is employed.
"Department of Transportation Act" is enacted and directs the Secre•- r
tary of Transportation to provide leadership in the development of
national transportation policies and promote and undertake research
and development relating to transportation, including noise abatement.
r 1967	 Air Transportation and Beyond: A Systems Approach, by Bernard A.
r. Schriever and William W. Seifert reviews some of the technological
developments expected in air vehicles during the next 20 years that
bear on air transportation in its social context.
A review of the adequacy of policy planning for R&D and of what the
Congress, the executive branch and private industry can do to ensure
that national aeronautical goals are met, especially that some develop-
`. ment program be undertaken by NASA to reduce jet aircraft noise are
set forth in Hearings before the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and
Space Sciences.
1968	 Report of the Committee on "Aeronautical Research and Development4	 Y Policy," to the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
recommends that an in-depth study should be made to analyze the
relationship between benefits that accrue to the nation from aviation
and the level of aeronautical R&D efforts, paying more attention to
the operation of smaller aircraft and private aviation in general.
"Civil Aviation and Development: An Assessment of Federal Involve-
ment, " a three volume report of the National Academy of Engineering's
Aeronautic and Space Engineering Board calls for review of air trans-
`
t
port's part in U. S. transportation network, urging that DOT and FAA
take	 to	 &D	 leaving	 &Dsystems approach	 study of Rgoals while	 Rit- =`
-	 t self to enlarged NASA . role.
i
l Clifton F. Von Kann, Vice President, Operations and Engineering of the
-	 Air Transport Association of America, in a prepared statement before 1
the Subcommittee on Advanced Research and Technology, declares
that industry must look to the research scientists and engineers to tell
it what technologies will be available, when and at what cost to take u
the lead in establishing the directions and priorities in aeronautical
R&D.
x
}
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"Technical Information for Congress," a report to the Subcommittee
on Science, Reserach, and Development of the House Committee on
Science and Astronautics. An expanded version of a background
study on Congressional handling of technological matters from 1966
to 1971.
w 
,owrfi^^, 7NA6a^l1
Report of the National Academy of Sciences, July 1969, to the
House Committee on Science and Astronautics. 	 The needs, problems
and mechanisms for technology assessment are examined in this report
I	 '; by an ad hoc panel of the Committee on Science and Public Policy of
1 the National Academy of Sciences.
Report of the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Development to
the House Committee on Science and Astronautics in July 1969, pre-
pared by the Science Research Division of the Library of Congress
identifies and describes highlights of lel gislative and executive
	
ac i	 p	 p	 i y	 sc	 ce 	 in theo	 ublict	 n that affect	 	 s	 of c	 for ien  and technolog y
United States.
Senator Proxmire finds it shocking that the Government neither contracts
for, nor directs independent research and development, especially
in view of the fact that the Defense Department pays for such work,
and proposes an amendment which would prohibit payment to any
contractor for I.R. &D, B. &P. or QTE, unless such effort was specifi-
cally called for in the contract, or unless such work is of direct or
.: lk indirect benefit to the contract work.
In, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Advanced Research and Techno--
{ logy of the Committee on Science and Astronautics of the House of
Representatives in December on "Aeronautical Research" , Honorable Ken
Lechler, the Chairman, discusses the problem of solving today's
problems with yesterday's technologies and concludes that only ad-
vanced research can give us at least the opportunity to solve future
problems with research products that are xealistic and workable.
' 1970	 Report on "Issues and Directions for Aeronautical Research and
Development, " to House Committee on Science and Astronautics,
recommends that U. S. clarify aeronautical R&D Government industry
roles, rebuild technological R&D base and use existing technology
more fruitfully.
^. "Federal Policy on International Aviation Impact on Supplemental and
Scheduled Air Carriers, " prepared by Center for Political Research,
"June 29, 1970.
Admiral H. D. Rickover gives reasons for not favoring the establish-
h ment of a Department of Science and Technology to centralize allFederal research and development programs in a single Cabinet-level
agency.
f ` B- 7
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1971	 There is a need for a separate research and development effort,
explicitly aimed at the maintenance of technological advances in
civil aircraft is the conclusion re,"Ached in "The Supersonic Transport,
authored by Chatham and Huddle of the Congressional Research Service
of the Library of Congress.
Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc. recommends establish-
ment of longer range R&D priorities and well-defined national technology 
strategy in its publication "National Technology Support- A Study of
Research and Development Trends and Their Implications."
In "Aerospace Profits vs. Risks: An Analysis of Impact on Industry
Viability, " AIAA states that ri,-,3 T";s in aerospace business are very high
and keep increasing and exaniines the relationship of risk and profit
in the aerospace business,
joint DOT-NASA Civil Aviation Research and Development Policy Study
Report, March 1971 with assistance from DoD, CAB, and eight other
Federal agencies was designed to explore and define the significance
of'civil aviation to the nation, to forecast the research effort that will
be needed to enable the United States to maintain its position of
leadership in aviation, and to develop alternatives for Government
and industry financially of such development.
Lqderal Funds foi Research Development and Other Scientific Activities:
Fiscal Years 1970, 1971, 1972, a National Science Foundation Pub-
lication (NSF 71-35) concludes that NASA has led since 1961 in basic
research support, and in 1971 its share of total Federal basic research
obligations was 29 percent. 	 Declines in development obligations in
1972 are registered by NASA, AEC, and DOT.
r 1972	 "International R&D Trends and Policies: An Analysis of Implications
for the U. S. , " finds that the ratio of government to private funding
roughly 65 to 70 percent government during the sixties - is expected
'to contirlie, but recent policy changes indicate an upward revision
of the amount of R&Dperformed by industry curTently at the 50 percent
level.
Hearings before the House Subcommittee on Aeronautics and Space
Technology on "Aeronautical Research and Development," bring a
favorable response from the Aerospace industries urging the prompt
implementation of conclusions and recommendations made in the CARD
Study.
A joint detailed study of U. S. aeronautical progress since 1925 by
DoD, NASA and DOT, "R&D Contributions to Aviation Progress," finds Aj
that the future is uncertain for the high technology of aeronautics
because of the reduction of new aircraft programs over the past two
decades. ­A
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.: Report of the Ijouse Subcommittee can Aeronautics and Space Techno-
logy can "Civil Aviation Re search and Development Policies, Programs
and Problems, " discusses the urgent need to elstablish .lone-term
{ research coals and rcgulitc>ry# standards # on a specific timetable, to
attain operating noiso levels that will be compatible with c011111)Un:ityt l
r and local environmental objeactivos, and the determination of bettor
I
air traffic control sy=stems.
Supporters of Supersorilc Airliners try once again to revive the Super-t
sonic Transport at hearings by the Su bcommittou on 1	 -itios and Econoln \}
in Government.
National Sciences Fecundation rel ease s "An Analy-sis of recderal R&D N.nding
by Foundation," (NSr72-313) and finds that R&D expenditures :for spaces re-t
search still represent 15 percent of total Federal  R&D expenditures in
j¢ the 1973 e ,timatea.
"The Noise Control Act of 1972 1" defines the purpose of this Act to a
establish a means for offective coordination of Federal research anti
activities in noise control, to authors e the establishment of Federat ►
noise emission standa ►ris for products distributed in commerce 	 and
to provide information to they public respecting the t1oise emission 7
and Moises Mduction	 0.1. Such Pro LIOUN .
1973	 The Long Range Needs of Aviation,	 are revio-wed in a. two year study	 I
for the .I'►'es idont's Advisoryr UoIl m ission Re port, T a ll lu- rye , 197 3.
The Point DOT-NASA Civil A intion. R&D Policy Tmp.lGl oiltoation Plan
l declin4aaes the focus and sc otch of the intequitod detailed Civilian
aviation research and <devealopmont activi.tio?s of tho t\ ,Vo zagonrios,
' I The "Stoato of the Aerospace lnedustry r , " and its importance in aohi.c)vinq
the cloals set forth in the National Aorowautics and Sp,	 -\ Act of 19513
are stated in Sonato Hearing before the 00milllittoo on Aoronautic ;,al and
► ^a.0	 Scieancos .
" Oont ►'ea.l. of -Air Poll ution fItolla Aircra ft and Aircriaft lallCj:1.1'im	 L ilt:isSio11
$tond4ar ds and Test [^, ,00eduros for Aircraft, "	 Now standards limiting
^i 1111:;tsions from aircraft sand 0ircr;aft engines 01.0 Proltlu1ej0te3d 011d con-
tamed in Ledgral RagistgK, Vol. 341, No. 1311, fact 11, fuly 17, 1973
j • Re port on Aircraft - Airport Noiso for the Son atea Commi ttee  o tl pub lic
Works prepared by the Environmental Protoction .1goncy, Aug. 1973, 
'} served as a basis for Office of Noise Abatement and Control p darand
w new regu lations proposal of the Padera l Aviation Administration and
the establishment of n truly- comprehensive national wloan for roduc-
titan of aircraft and aviation noise,
^	 •t
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1974	 Lockheed in a publication entitled, "Air Transportation Technology Needs,
f	 concludes that the next genera ti011 long age transport may not sec
service until the late S0 s, in the mid -80's choi ce will be made as to
whether this new aii -tie should be subsonic or supersonic and Chet
appearance of a shorthaul. transport in the late 80's appears fcasiblc.
James C. Fletcher delivers a Speech on "Aeronautics in they Anlcrican
Society," at the NASA-University Conference oil Aeronautics, Univer-
sity of Kansas, October 23, 1974. Mention is made that NASA has
organized a government long-range study group "to evaltate they out-
look for aeronautics in the 19110-2000 time period and the group's
report should be available in the sunnier of 1975.
Section 231 of the Clean Air Act as amended b y
 Public Law 91-604,
` June 1974, directs the Administrator of the EnvironmentaI Protection
Agency to "establish standards applicable to emission of any air
Pollutant ftntll any class or classes of aircraft or aircraft engines
4	 . which in his judgement Cause or contribute to air pollution which
endangers the public health or welfare."
t A guide to Federal Contract Awards and Procurement Invitations for
"Noise R&D", July 1974. 
"An Overview of EPA's Implementation of the Noise Control Act of
rx
t
1972,"	 ONAC has begUll 010 work. Oil the identi fication of the major
sources of noise which require regulations under Section G of the
Noise Control .Act.
Dr. George M. Low, Doputy Administrator of NASA, in a Ietter trans-1 jA
mitted to OM& B oil 	 22, 1974,  recomml nds that U.S. continue
Its leader ship .ill civi l and m ilitary avi416011, SUp port a0rOt1illlt .ical
R&D and T&E, to relieve severe constrailits .found in ii'idllstr\! alld
points Out that NASA' s 1'Q le Should be CQnti l1llfl d in tl1i.S	 ?I't1 a bc-CaLISL
of its freedom from procurement and regulatory responsibilities in
dealing with industry and other governmentagencies.
	
tiealso d.is-
= cusses the benefits derivedkey the nation from all
of space and aeronautical ll&T.
V
